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children were tested with the dynamometer in the morning with an
average result registering 63. The same group subjected to the same
test in the afternoon gave an average result of 60.3. The first inter-
pretation likely to be made is that the dynamometer has served as a
test of the fatigue of the school day. But Schuyten subjected another
group of five children to the same test, this time beginning in the after-
noon. The average result of the afternoon was 68.3. On the morn-
ing following the test was repeated, giving a result of 64.2. Clearly
the dynamometer does not test the fatigue of the school day, the author
infers, but the interest which children have in a novel experience. A
parallel test with the aesthesiometer was arranged. No particulars as
to the technique of the test are given. From the morning-afternoon
test the average result of the morning was a minimum discrimination
of 7.8 mm.; of the afternoon, 11.3 mm. But the decrease in tactual
sensitiveness thus evidenced may be equivocal. Is it due to failing in-
terest as the novelty wears off, or is it due to fatigue? To answer
this question an afternoon-morning test was made on a different group
of children. The afternoon test gave an average result of 11.4 mm.
The test of the morning following, 8.3 mm. These figures clearly
indicate, concludes the author, that the sesthesiometer has tested not
interest in novelty but fatigue itself.

The author admits that the data are too few for the final determi-
nation of the matter. It is a little strange, perhaps, that data so
readily multiplied should not have been obtained in sufficient abun-
dance to establish, or possibly to undermine still further, the validity of
a method so long under suspicion as that of testing fatigue by aesthe-
siometry. Nevertheless the comparatively few data presented are suf-
ficiently striking to lend considerable color to the inference that the
dynamometer is a poor second to the assthesiometer as a test of fatigue.

Observations sur le langage interieur des enfants. AUGUSTE

LEMAITRE. Archives de Psychol., 1904, IV., 1-43.
The interest in mental imagery, particularly in the imagery of

language, as represented in the studies of Egger, Galton, Strieker,
Ballet, and Saint-Paul, M. Lemaitre has specialized in the direction
of the language imagery of children. This monograph opens with an
extended resume of the author's recent book, Le langage interieur
chez les enfants, followed by descriptions of eighteen newly observed
cases, several of which border on the unusual if not on the abnormal.
The variety of imagery which may be associated with the language func-
tion receives fresh emphasis. Verbo-moteurs, verbo-auditifs, verbo-
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visuels, symbolo-visuels, auditivo-visuels, visuelo-moteurs, iquilibres,
descriptive terms employed by the author to characterize the chief types
of language imagery encountered, if not in every instance self-explan-
atory, are at least indicative of the extent of psychical territory that
may be covered in this hunt for new specimens. The method of
obtaining data is still, apparently, that of informal interrogation. M.
Lemaitre's statement of results and conclusions contains several exceed-
ingly suggestive remarks. According to M. Lemaitre's general obser-
vation, fortified by an experimental test, the visual and auditory types
of memory are much superior to the motor type. The exceptions
seem to prove the rule. Occasionally a moteur will be found whose
memory is remarkable. Further inquiry has revealed, however, that
this is the result of unusual effort in fixing upon points to be retained.
It is a cultivated virtue. To the visual and auditory types memory
comes naturally or with much less conscious effort.

M. Lemaitre presents fresh observations on the point that visualists
manifest the strongest aesthetic dispositions. Children of this type
are more facile than those of either the auditory or motor type in
reproducing from memory scenes they have witnessed and in drawing
designs. In regard to intellectual disposition, the auditory type seems
to stand midway between the motor and the visual, seizing with equal
facility the abstractions of the former and the concrete particulars of
the latter. W. C. GORE.
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Street Games of New York City. JOHN CHASE. Ped. Sem., 1905,
XII., 1.
The writer kept records of games played by children in a certain

section for two years, and concluded that the ten games most played
(which are different from lists obtained from children) show the fire
and gambling instinct to be strong, that these popular games are going
generally at the same time of the year, and that running games, such
as tag and prisoners' base, are replaced by cramped games like leap-
frog and hop scotch.

How Children Learn to Read; an Experimental Study. LUCINDA
PEARL BOGGS. Ibid.
She tested four children under school age with cards on which was

a Greek letter, a syllable or phonogram, a familiar word and a simple
sentence. These were printed on cards and were shown a line at
a time, the experimenter naming and the children repeating after


